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· The President of India, His Excellency Shri Pranab Mukherjee, The Governor of

West  Bengal,  Shri  M.  K.  Narayanan,  The  Chief  Minister,  SushriMamata

Banerjee, The Minister for Human Resource Development, Shri KapilSibal, The

Minister for Railways, Shri Mukul Roy, Chairman Board of Governors, Shri

Shiv Nadar, Director of this Institute, Shri DamodarAcharya, other dignitaries,

recipients of Doctor of Science (HonorisCausa) and Distinguished Guests,

Students and Friends.

· Almost five and half decades back, as a young student, I entered into the

corridor  of  this  great  Institute,  the  mother  of  all  IITs  and  IIT  system.  A  small

Institute with close to 1000 students and no great infrastructure to boast of in

todays standards, had lot to offer to a young kid like me. Excellent teaching,

willingness to work hard to make a great Institute and to shape a young talent to

a great scientist or engineer, excellent teacher-taught relationship, unforgettable

hall and corporate life compensated more than adequately the shortcoming of

this small and great place.

· Today, I am happy to see the impressive growth of the Institute.  The annual

output is almost twice the total strength in our time. The Campus is beautiful and

charming. Many new disciplines have been added. Research has taken the front

seat.  Innovation and willingness to do something new and venture into those

areas where others have not gone in the country spirit still dominate and visible.
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· Dear students, I discover a sea change in terms of infrastructure and

development.  But at the same time I strongly believe that certain things – its

values, its remarkable teachers &support staff,its quality of education and the

spirit of IIT Kharagpur – are and will always be retained.

· I also congratulate all of you who are graduating today. I hope that you all will

make significant contributions to various fields like education, industry and

public life. The country needs young and remarkably talented people like you.

At the same time I hope that you will remember all the moral lessons, you learnt

in your life, and use your own ideals to achieve success and greatness wherever

you are.

· My young friends, you have acquired a vast treasure of knowledge from this

great institution. This is the only treasure on the earth which cannot be stolen

and which increases with more & more use. I am sure that you all will use this

knowledge for public good. It is in this context, I would like to advice you all to

never stop learning and be always prepared to manage change.

· This day marks the beginning of a new journey towards maturity. I hope you

will always carry the proud memory of this glorious Institution in your minds

wherever you go.  Go out today and make a mark, and wherever you are, make

us proud of you all.

JAI HIND


